


How can we ensure

newly planted trees 

not only survive—but

thrive—in urban

environments? 



How can we ensure

tree care is more 

efficient, more 

sustainable, and

cheaper than before? 



We love green and want all trees to
thrive in optimal growing conditions. 

A green, healthy environment provides
economic, ecological and social benefits. 

Our motivation



Treemania’s four founding maniacs

Willy Détiger
Expertise in soil, tree care and
urban green management

Marcel Steegh
Expertise in sensors, Internet of 
Things and artificial intelligence 

Gino Smeulders
Expertise in soil biology,

soil fertility and soil chemistry

Didy Arnold
Expertise in trees,

cultivation and innovation



THE TREEMANIA 
APPROACH/
Acting on the basis of 
knowledge and data

With decades of experience in 
urban forestry, we know to focus 
on the health of soil—the basis 
for everything that grows and
flourishes. 

We want to share our knowledge
and data with as many people as 
possible, resulting in ”circular
management”. 



THE TREEMANIA 
APPROACH/
Everything revolves
around circularity

We prefer to realize a ”self-
sustaining cycle", which creates
an ecosystem that maintains
itself as much as possible. 

A symbiosis of knowledge and data provides
wisdom. We use AI-enabled predictive
analytics to predict the condition of the soil
and thus generate appropriate actions. 

We advise on optimal
growing locations and
substrates, tailored to the
location and tree species. 

Sensors monitor the current
condition in the soil and then
generate necessary
interventions. 

Data from sensors is 
collected in real-time and
sent to our cloud. 

Our handy
dashboard 
shows (at a
glance) where
and when
action is 
required.

Expertise based on 
decades of combined
experience from our
founders, research 
team and data. 

Circular
management

EXPERTISE

WISDOM

ACTION

DATAINFO



PRAGMATIC
DASHBOARD/
Accessible 24/7 via 
desktop or app 

Click here

for a demo-environment of 
our dashboard. 

https://dashboard.treemania.com/


WHAT’S IN IT FOR 
YOU?/
Profit x 3

Returns in economic, ecological
and social benefits. 

ECONOMIC PROFIT

ECOLOGICAL PROFIT

SOCIAL PROFIT

INDIRECT More green provides

• 10% increase in property value for

homes in green areas (Wagteveld, 

2007) 

• Savings of millions on healthcare costs

• Productivity growth of 3.5% 

• Savings of millions on energy costs

(source: Groen Loont) 

DIRECT Avoided (maintenance) costs

• At least $80,000 USD saved each year*

*When three moisture sensors 

were deployed to monitor 1000 

trees

• Reduce irrigation costs by 15% 

(especially in dry, warm seasons)

Symbiosis with soil life ensures

• Up to 3x faster growth of trees 

• Vital and resilient trees are less likely to

suffer from pests and diseases

More trees ensure

• Less air pollution

• More storage for CO2

• Increased water buffering in the soil

• Better soil symbiosis

• Improved living environment for

insects and animals

More green provides

• Less aggression and violence (Kuo & 

Sullivan, 2001) 

• Improved physical and mental well-

being

• Heating in winter, cooling in summer

(Simpson, 2002) 

• Increased feeling of perceived safety

(Maas, Starlings, Berg et al., 2008) 

• More stimulus to exercise

• Meeting place for people

• Relaxation and tranquility



“

CLIENT CASE/
VAN DER LINDEN GREEN (NL)

High-tech in greenery:
Save trees with sensors
Product: Three TreeMania soil moisture sensors
Project length: 2017 - present

Since planting in 2017, not one of the thousand linden trees
on top of the A2 tunnel in Maastricht (NL) has died. That's
because TreeMania’s sensors constantly monitor the growing
conditions of the trees. The tree care manager is notified when
the trees need water. This way, not a single tree’s soil dries out.

“I know how important it is to water trees and have developed a sixth sense for irrigation. 
Nevertheless, during the extreme heatwaves of summer 2018 and 2019, I had a 15 to 20% 
tree mortality rate in most places. With TreeMania, no trees died. The sensors continue to
bring me peace of mind and have more than paid for themselves. Every morning, I first 
check my dashboard, and then, and only then, do I check the news.” 

Bert van der Linden – Founder & CEO, Van der Linden Green



“

CLIENT CASE/
JONKERS GARDENERS (NL)

Green to Colour project:
Optimize biodiversity
Product: Three TreeMania soil moisture sensors
Project length: 2018 - present

Since 2016, the City of Weert (NL) has consciously opted for
biodiversity in public green space. Thanks to the installed soil
moisture sensors, Jonkers Gardeners and the City of Weert can
now monitor the moisture status of the soil at a distance,
resulting in zero tree fallout and more efficient maintenance of
greenery.

“The sensors buried near the trees help us to determine when the trees need water. This
ensures that we can determine the water dosage more accurately. So far, we haven’t lost 
any trees and can carry out our work much more efficiently ”. 

Jos Jonkers – Founder & CEO, Jonkers Gardeners



“

CLIENT CASE/
CITY OF VENRAY (NL)

Improved irrigation:
Target efforts with sensors
Product: 11 TreeMania soil moisture sensors
Project length: 2016 - present

The Municipality of Venray (NL) was one of the first buyers of
Treemania's moisture sensors. At the moment, 11 sensors have
been installed throughout the municipality, which ensures more
efficient and sustainable management of urban greenery.
Especially in times of drought, it is essential to keep measuring
the moisture content of the tree and its soil.

“If I compare TreeMania's hardware and software with other providers, I can conclude that
TreeMania's data always matches reality. The sensors are also more durable than others, 
because its parts and batteries are completely modular. The moisture sensors and the
dashboard ensure that we can act more efficiently and better manage our trees. An 
investment that pays for itself very quickly! ”

Pieter Willem Jenniskens –Urban Forestry Manager, City of Venray (NL)



We love everything that grows and flourishes and
want to close the gap between people and nature. 

A green, healthy environment provides
economic, ecological and social benefits. 

Curious about the added value of 
TreeMania for your urban forest? 

Please contact us:

• +31-6-51554818
• nadina@treemania.com
• www.treemania.com

mailto:nadina@treemania.com
http://www.treemania.com/

